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small, penetrating eyes one particular look that had darted
forth, at a certain point, from Thuella's soul, as they hung to-
gether over the "scummy pond."
There finally arrived a moment when the man's talk—he
was evidently fishing for a sensational article on something or
other—became so tedious that No-man allowed his gaze, as well
as his mind, to wander; and it was then he took in the attitude
of Uryen to all this.
Uryen was seated on one of the couches between their host's
daughter and son-in-law, and although he was wearing a
sweater in place of a waistcoat it was a clean one of a dark
colour and looked by no means unbecoming.
Dud himself had been greeted by Dumbell and his wife on
his first entrance but they hadn't bothered to rise. The only
rapport he had been able to establish with Dunbar Wye since
he first met him was connected with botany, for which the lad
had a passion; but one could not very well plunge into botanical
pedantries every time one encountered a person. Apart from
botany, it was hard to imagine human stupidity carried further
than in the brain of poor Dumbell, though that further point
of pig-headedness did seem to have been reached within the
fuzzy-haired skull of Sissie Wye.
The young man had inherited from his parent a high, nar-
row forehead, and he parted his straight locks exactly in Teucer's
way. He even had the old Platonist's trick of alternately press-
ing his thin lips together and abruptly opening them as if to
snap at a gnat. His whole nature indeed seemed to express
itself in a strain of gaping intensity varied by frequent clicks
of obstinate closing-down. The young man's sensibilities
seemed atrophied in other directions, as if he had no natural
pores to his skin, as if his sole contact with the world was
through his troutlike gills which nothing but a particular
kind of fly could bring to the top of the water. The face he
turned to life was bloodless fish's gills, into which—our friend
was forced to conclude—the "black-shirt" philosophy, what-
ever that was, had thrust a stout hook.
The little wife, on the contrary, turned upon existence the
head of a cantankerous doll, all fuzz-wuzzy with flaxen hair,
but quite as impervious to all but extremely limited considera-
tions as were the hooked gills of poor Dumbell.
But what was this ? Both these young people, as they sat on

